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Fe@C core–shell catalyst for the
enhanced production of gasoline-range
hydrocarbons via Fischer–Tropsch synthesis†
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Although numerous studies have been conducted in the field of converting syngas to value-added fuels,

selectively converting syngas to gasoline-range hydrocarbons (C5–12 hydrocarbons) remains a big

challenge. Alkali metal (namely, K, Na and Li)-modified Fe@C core–shell catalysts were synthesized by

a one-step hydrothermal method for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis. An optimized selectivity of 56% for the

C5–12 hydrocarbons with a higher CO conversion of about 95% was obtained for the FeNa2.0@C catalyst

compared to that for other alkali metal-modified Fe@C catalysts. According to the characterization

results, the incorporation of alkali metals into Fe@C enhanced the conversion of FeCO3 to Fe3O4, which

promoted the formation of the FTS active phase iron carbides. In particular, the strongest interaction of

Fe–alkali metal and the highest amount of surface carbon layers were observed after adding an Na

promoter into Fe@C in contrast to that observed for K and Li promoters, which strengthened the

synergistic effect of Fe–Na metals and the spatial confinement of the core–shell structure, further

improving the C5–12 hydrocarbon selectivity.
Introduction

Increasing consumption of crude oil and CO2 emission have led
to a worldwide concern and driven the research on the alter-
native processes of liquid fuel production in recent years.1

Syngas (CO + H2) derived from biomass, coal or natural gas can
be converted to liquid fuels and valuable chemicals by the
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS) technology, which has attrac-
ted more and more attention for both academic and industrial
utilization.2 FTS produces a wide range of hydrocarbons with
different carbon numbers by a carbon chain growth reaction
following the Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) distribution.
Breaking the ASF distribution for producing target hydrocar-
bons is difficult but very important.3

Compared to the catalysts based on other FTS-active metals,
namely, Co, Ru and Ni, Fe-based catalysts have attracted much
interest for the conversion of syngas with a lower H2/CO ratio
originating from coal or biomass due to the lower cost and
higher water–gas shi (WGS) activity.4 To break the ASF
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distribution and improve the selectivity of target products,
electron promoters (e.g., Mn, K and Na)5 and structural supports
(e.g., Al2O3 and SiO2)6,7 are commonly used to modify the elec-
tronic and spatial structures of active Fe metal. In addition, a bi-
functional catalyst with Fe metal combined with zeolites is
adopted to crack or isomerize the FTS products.1 Ma et al.8 re-
ported that Na–Zn–Fe5C2 combined with hierarchical HZSM-5
signicantly changed the FTS product distribution, leading to
the formation of aromatics with 51% selectivity.

Recently, designing core–shell structured catalysts has
attracted increasing interest due to spatial connement and
suppression of the agglomeration of the nanoparticles inside
the cavity.9 The results reported by Chen et al.10 indicated that
the core–shell Fe2O3@CNT catalyst promoted the catalytic
activity and C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity. Bao et al.11 designed
a core–shell structured catalyst with Fe encapsulated with an H-
type zeolite, which suppressed the formation of methane while
improving the C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity. Yu et al.12 prepared
a catalyst comprising FexOy encapsulated by carbon species,
which presented excellent performance for promoting the
production of C5–12 hydrocarbons. According to our previous
work, an Fe3O4@C core–shell catalyst was designed, which
showed 45% selectivity for C5–12 hydrocarbons.13 Therefore, the
dimensional and chemical characteristics of the unique core–
shell structure over Fe-based catalysts can tune the FTS product
distribution effectively.

Additionally, alkali promoters (K, Na and Mg) have been
extensively used for modifying the structure and electron
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 10723–10730 | 10723
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density of Fe-based catalysts.5,14 Yong et al.15 investigated the
effect of a K promoter incorporated in Fe–Mn catalysts on the
FTS performance and found that adding the K promoter sup-
pressed the hydrogenation function of the catalyst, resulting in
a decrease in methane and light hydrocarbon selectivities,
whereas there was an increase in olen selectivity. It has been
reported that the addition of sodium into Fe-based catalysts is
sensitive to olen formation, but the function of Na is unclear.7

The results reported by de Jong et al.16 indicated that the
incorporation of sodium and sulfur promoters into Fe/a-Al2O3

enhanced the catalytic activity, increased the C2–4 olen selec-
tivity, and restrained the formation of methane. Ma et al.17

suggested that the sodium-modulated Fe5C2 catalyst altered the
electronic status of active iron species, which strengthened CO
activation but suppressed the hydrogenation of double bonds,
promoting the formation of C5

+ alkenes. Alkali metals added
into Fe-based catalysts adjusted the hydrocarbon product
distribution dramatically. However, the combination of alkali
metal promoters and core–shell structures over Fe-based cata-
lysts is rarely reported.

Herein, alkali metal-modied Fe@C core–shell catalysts
were prepared, and they displayed excellent Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis performances. In particular, the Na-modied Fe@C
catalyst exhibited superior gasoline-range hydrocarbon (C5–12)
selectivity (up to 56%) with high catalytic activity (about 95%)
during FTS compared to the catalysts modied with other alkali
metals. Numerous techniques including inductively coupled
plasma (ICP), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), N2 adsorption–desorption
isotherms (BET), NH3 temperature-programmed desorption
(NH3-TPD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman
spectroscopy (LRS), and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy were combined to reveal the structure–perfor-
mance relationship of the designed catalysts.
Experimental section
Catalyst preparation

Fe–M@C catalysts were synthesized by a hydrothermal process,
where M is the alkali metal. Typically, FeCl3$6H2O and a desired
amount of alkali metal promoters (NaCl, KCl, or LiCl) were
dissolved in 80 mL ethylene glycol. Then, 6.0 g urea and 0.4 g
glucose were dispersed into the solution by stirring. The
mixture was heated at 200 �C for 12 h in a Teon-lined stainless-
steel autoclave. The products were washed several times using
deionized water and ethanol. The samples were dried at 60 �C
for 12 h. The actual loading of alkali metal promoters deter-
mined by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) was around 1.0 wt%.
In addition, FeNax@C catalysts with different sodium contents
were prepared by the same method mentioned above. The
weight percentages of sodium loading were 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and
3.0 wt%.
Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of ground Fe–Na@C; (b–d) SEM-EDS element
mapping of ground Fe–Na@C.
Catalyst characterization and catalytic evaluation

The details of catalyst characterization and catalytic tests are
shown in the ESI.†
10724 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 10723–10730
Results and discussion
Textural properties of the Fe–M@C catalysts

Carbon-encapsulated Fe–M nanocatalysts were synthesized by
a one-step hydrothermal method without calcination. As shown
in the SEM image in Fig. S1 (ESI†), Fe@C displays uniform
morphology, in which the average size of the spherical particles
is about 28 mm, and its morphology is similar to that of
Fe3O4@C reported in our previous work.18 The addition of alkali
metals including Na, K, and Li into the Fe@C core–shell catalyst
did not change the morphology and structure. The ICP analysis
results (Table S1†) indicated that the amounts of alkali metals
were in the range of 0.4–0.6 wt%, implying that all the alkali
metals, i.e., Na, K, and Li were added into Fe@C. Taking the Fe–
Na@C catalyst as a representative sample, the Fe, C, and O
elements are present but the Na element is not observed in the
EDS element mapping image (Fig. 1). It is possible that a small
amount of the Na promoter added into the Fe–Na@C catalyst is
well dispersed in the core–shell structure, which limits the
observation of the Na element in the EDS mapping image. In
addition, iron and carbon are both dispersed well without
appearing in the growth pattern of the layer-by-layer structure,
suggesting that nano Fe-in-C crystallites tend to aggregate into
large core–shell structured nanoparticles.

The porous nature of Fe–M@C was analyzed using N2

adsorption–desorption isotherm plots. As shown in Fig. S2a,†
all of the Fe@C and Fe–M@C catalysts exhibit characteristics of
typical type IV isotherms with an H2 hysteresis loop, which can
be ascribed to “ink-bottle-like” mesoporous materials.19 The
mesopores are attributed to the aggregation of Fe or FeM
nanoparticles encapsulated by carbon layers.18 The textual
properties of Fe@C calculated by the BET method (shown in
Table 1) indicated that the BET surface area and pore sizes were
233.6 m2 g�1 and 2.94 nm, respectively. The incorporation of
alkali metals, i.e., Na, K, and Li into Fe@C resulted in a decrease
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 1 Textural properties of the catalysts

Samples
BET surface
area (m2 g�1)

Pore volume
(cm3 g�1)

Pore size
(nm)

Fe@C 233.6 0.11 2.94
Fe–Na1.0@C 143.2 0.27 5.96
Fe–K1.0@C 190.7 0.16 4.74
Fe–Li1.0@C 174.3 0.10 4.55
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in the BET surface area and increase in pore size, which may be
caused by the enhanced dehydration of glucose by the alkali
promoter, promoting the formation of carbonaceous colloids.20

From Fig. S2b,† it can be found that the pore size distribution of
Fe@C shis towards a larger size aer the addition of alkali
metals, further conrming the enhanced mesoporous struc-
tures formed aer adding alkali metals. The largest pore size of
5.96 nm is exhibited for the Fe–Na@C catalyst.

Reduction behavior of the Fe–M@C catalysts

The reduction behavior of the Fe–M@C catalysts was analyzed
by H2-TPR. Fig. 2 shows that three main reduction peaks emerge
at around 360, 450 and 550 �C for the Fe@C catalyst, corre-
sponding to the continual reduction of FeCO3 / Fe3O4 / FeO
/ Fe. In the Fe@C catalyst, FeCO3-in-C core–shell structures
are formed by the FeCO3 nanoparticles combined with carbo-
naceous colloids via coulombic interactions, as conrmed in
our previous work.18 Aer the addition of alkali metals, the
intensity of the reduction peak of FeCO3 / Fe3O4 decreases
signicantly, whichmay be caused by the further dehydration of
functional groups on the surface of carbonaceous species,
promoting the conversion of FeCO3 to Fe3O4.21 In addition, the
reduction peaks of Fe3O4 / FeO / Fe for Fe@C shi to
a higher temperature aer the addition of the Na, K and Li
promoters, which may be ascribed to the enhanced interaction
between Fe and alkali metals in the core layers of the Fe–M@C
catalysts, restraining the reduction of iron oxides.22 Specically,
the reduction peaks of Fe–Na@C shi towards the highest
Fig. 2 H2-TPR profiles of the catalysts.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
temperature, revealing the strongest interaction of Fe–Na
compared to Fe–K and Fe–Li in the Fe–M@C catalysts.
Phase compositions of Fe–M@C catalysts

The bulk phase compositions of the catalysts were estimated by
XRD (Fig. 3a). As can be seen, the diffraction peaks of FeCO3 at
2q of 24.8�, 32.0�, 38.3�, 42.3�, 46.2�, 52.6�, and 52.8� appear for
the Fe@C catalyst, while no diffraction peaks of Fe3O4 are
observed, indicating that Fe@C is mainly composed of the
FeCO3 phase. Aer the addition of alkali metals, i.e., Na, K and
Li, except for the diffraction peaks of FeCO3, new diffraction
peaks of Fe3O4 at 2q of 30.2�, 35.5�, 43.2�, 57.1�, and 62.6�

(JCPDS No. 99-0073) are displayed, suggesting that the phase
transformation of FeCO3 to Fe3O4 occurs aer the alkali metals
are added to the Fe@C catalyst. The results are consistent with
that of H2-TPR discussed above, further conrming that the
alkali environment promotes the dehydration of surface func-
tional groups such as O–H and C]O of carbonaceous species,
enhancing the self-assembly of FeCO3-in-C microstructures to
form Fe3O4-carbon core–shell structures. The surface phase
compositions of the Fe–M@C catalysts were further character-
ized by XPS. Fig. 3b and c show the XPS spectra of Fe 2p and C 1s
of the Fe–M@C catalysts, respectively. An Fe 2p3/2 peak at
710.5 eV with a shoulder Fe 2p1/2 peak at 723.8 eV is displayed
on the surface of Fe@C, which may be ascribed to the Fe2+

species originating from the FeCO3 phase. As alkali metals are
added into Fe@C, the Fe 2p peak displays a 0.4 eV shi to
higher binding energy (Fig. 3b), which indicates the formation
of Fe3+ species on the surface of the Fe–M@C catalysts; this
veries that the incorporation of alkali metals into Fe@C
promotes the conversion of FeCO3 to Fe3O4 (both the Fe3+ and
Fe2+ species). The C 1s spectrum (Fig. 3c) of the Fe–M@C
catalysts can be separated into three peaks at 289.0, 285.4 and
284.5 eV, which are attributed to the –CO3, C–O–C and C]C
bonds, respectively.23,24 The Fe–M@C catalysts exhibit a higher
intensity of the peak for the C]C bond than that for Fe@C,
suggesting that the alkali metal-modied Fe@C catalysts
promote the formation of carbon layers on the surface of the
catalysts. In particular, the highest intensity of the peak for the
C]C bond is exhibited for the Fe–Na@C catalyst compared to
that for other Fe–M@C catalysts, implying that optimized
carbon layers are formed via the addition of the Na promoter
into Fe@C. The surface functional groups of the Fe–M@C
catalysts were evaluated by using FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. 3d).
Bands at v¼ 3450, 1640, and 1390 cm�1 are observed for the Fe–
M@C catalysts, corresponding to the –OH, C]C and –COO–
groups, indicating that abundant functional groups are present
on the surface layers. These functional groups are due to
glucose dehydration while forming Fe or FeM particles encap-
sulated by carbon shells. Raman spectra also conrm this
phenomenon. As shown in Fig. S3,† there are two broad bands
at 1342 and 1581 cm�1 for all the catalysts, which are ascribed to
the D and G type carbons, respectively.9 The D type carbon is
ascribed to amorphous carbon, while the G type carbon is
attributed to graphitic carbon. Compared to the observation for
Fe@C, the intensities of both D and G type carbons increase for
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 10723–10730 | 10725



Fig. 3 XRD patterns of the catalysts (a); XPS spectra of Fe 2p (b) and C 1s (c) for the catalysts; FTIR spectra of the catalysts (d).
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the Fe–M@C catalysts, indicating that the addition of alkali
metals into Fe@C is in favor of the composition of surface
carbon layers. The highest intensities of the D and G bands are
displayed for the Fe–Na@C catalyst, further conrming the
optimized function of the Na promoter on the carbon layers
formed.
Fig. 4 Catalytic performances of the catalysts.
FTS performance of Fe–M@C catalysts

The FTS performance of the Fe–M@C catalysts was studied in
a xed-bed reactor under industrially relevant reaction condi-
tions (shown in Fig. 4 and Table S2†). The Fe@C catalyst pres-
ents about 70% of CO conversion and 35 mmolCO gFe

�1 s�1 of
FTY (the number of CO moles converted to hydrocarbons per
gram of iron per second). As alkali metals are added into Fe@C,
both CO conversion and FTY increase signicantly. The highest
catalytic activity (95% of CO conversion and 55 mmolCO gFe

�1 s�1

of FTY) is displayed for the Fe–Na@C catalyst. In addition, the
product distribution shown in Table S2† and Fig. 4 indicates
that the Fe@C catalyst displays higher methane selectivity and
lower C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity compared to the Fe–M@C
catalysts, suggesting that the modication by alkali metals,
namely, Na, K and Li promotes the shi in the product
10726 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 10723–10730
distribution to heavy hydrocarbons. More interestingly, the Fe–
Na@C catalyst presents optimized C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity
(51%), especially C5–12 selectivity (50%), in contrast to Fe–K@C
and Fe–Li@C.

It is generally accepted that alkali metals have an obvious
effect on the FTS of Fe-based catalysts.25–27 Bukur et al.28
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 H2-TPR profiles of the catalysts.
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suggested that an increase in the K content in the Fe-based
catalyst promoted the catalytic activity, while excessive addi-
tion of the K promoter resulted in decrease in CO conversion.
Additionally, An et al.29 reported that increasing the residual Na
content in the Fe–Cu based catalyst resulted in the decrease in
CO conversion. In the present study, the Fe@C catalyst is
mainly composed of FeCO3, which is converted to Fe3O4 aer
the addition of alkali metals. The Fe3O4 phase could be directly
transformed into active iron carbides during the FTS reaction,
while FeCO3 could not be directly transformed.30 Therefore, the
alkali metal-modied Fe@C catalyst facilitates the formation of
active iron carbides, promoting the FTS performance. As we
know, an alkali promoter enhances CO chemisorption but
weakens H2 chemisorption over the Fe-based catalysts, which
leads to a higher CO/H2 ratio, promoting the product distribu-
tion shi toward heavy hydrocarbons.15 The interaction of Fe
and an alkali metal is strengthened as the alkali metal is added
into Fe@C, as conrmed by H2-TPR; this may enhance the
synergistic effect of Fe–alkali metal, improving the formation of
C5

+ hydrocarbons. On the other hand, the incorporation of
alkali metals into Fe@C increases the amount of carbon on the
surface layer, which may extend the residence time for the
formation of the –CHX species inside the carbon shell,
promoting their polymerization for producing long-range
hydrocarbons.13 Interestingly, the Fe–Na@C catalyst presents
Fig. 6 XRD patterns of FeNax@C catalysts. (a) Fresh, (b) after 30 h on st

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
optimized activity and C5–12 selectivity among all the Fe–M@C
catalysts.
Characterization of the FeNax@C catalysts

In order to further modify the FTS performance, the FeNa@C
catalysts with different sodium contents were studied. The N2

adsorption–desorption isotherm plots of the FeNax@C catalysts
with various sodium contents are shown in Fig. S4.† All the
FeNax@C catalysts displayed structures similar to “ink-bottle-
like” mesoporous materials with typical type IV isotherms and
an H2 hysteresis loop, implying that sodium loading did not
destroy the morphology of FeNax@C. The textual properties
listed in Table S3† show that the average pore size increases
gradually on increasing the sodium content and reaches
a maximum at the sodium content of 2.0 wt%. Beyond this
sodium content, the average pore size begins to decrease. A
contrary changing trend is exhibited for the BET surface area.
This suggests that the incorporation of 2.0 wt% Na into Fe@C
results in an optimized interaction between Fe and Na, which
enhances the dehydration of the surface functional groups of
carbon layers and promotes the aggregation of Fe3O4–C core–
shell structures, leading to the highest average pore size with
the lowest BET surface area. From the H2-TPR results (Fig. 5), it
can be seen that three main reduction peaks corresponding to
the continual reduction of FeCO3 / Fe3O4 / FeO / Fe are
displayed at around 360, 450 and 550 �C. On increasing the
sodium content, the reduction peaks of Fe3O4 / FeO / Fe
shi slightly towards higher temperatures, indicating that the
increase in sodium loading enhances the Fe–Na interaction,
suppressing the reduction of iron oxides. As the sodium content
exceeds 2.0 wt%, the reduction peaks of iron oxide shi slowly
to a lower temperature; this may be ascribed to the addition of
excess sodium, which plays a negative role in the Fe–Na
interaction.

The bulk structures of fresh and spent FeNax@C catalysts
were characterized by XRD. Diffraction peaks for FeCO3 and
Fe3O4 appear for the fresh catalysts (Fig. 6a). It is apparent that
the peak intensity of FeCO3 decreases with the gradual addition
of the sodium promoter, indicating that increasing the sodium
content strengthens the conversion of FeCO3 to Fe3O4 in the
FeNax@C catalysts. The ratio of the Fe3O4/FeCO3 peak intensity
ream.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 10723–10730 | 10727



Fig. 7 Na/Fe molar ratio (a) and C/Fe molar ratio (b) of surface layer FeNax@C (x ¼ 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0) (calculated by XPS).
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increases gradually on increasing the sodium content, further
conrming the enhanced conversion of FeCO3 to Fe3O4 in the
FeNa@C catalyst with a higher sodium loading. Aer the reac-
tion, new diffraction peaks of iron carbides at about 43–44�

appear (Fig. 6b); this demonstrates that iron oxides are partly
converted to iron carbides during the reaction and act as active
sites in the Fischer–Tropsch synthesis. The peak intensity of
iron carbides increases gradually and reaches the maximum
value at 1.0 wt% Na loading; then, it begins to decrease with
a continual increase in Na loading.

The surface structures of the as-prepared FeNax@C catalysts
were further analyzed by XPS. Both the Fe3+ and Fe2+ species are
observed on the surface of the FeNax@C catalysts. Both the Na/
Fe and C/Fe molar ratios on the surface layers are shown in
Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7a, the Na/Fe ratio increases with the
addition of sodium. The Na/Fe ratio increases from 0.012 for
0.5 wt% Na loading to 0.044 for 3.0 wt% Na loading, following
a linear relationship with the increasing Na loading. In addi-
tion, the C/Fe ratio increases slowly with the increase in the Na
loading (Fig. 7b). The C/Fe ratio of FeNa0.5@C is 1.61, which
increases to 2.34 for FeNa2.0@C, only 0.45-fold amplication.
When the Na loading is over 2.0 wt%, the C/Fe ratio increases
signicantly. The C/Fe ratio of FeNa3.0@C is 4.17, which is
almost two times higher than that of FeNa2.0@C, indicating that
adding excess Na promoter obviously improves the formation of
surface carbon layers.
Fig. 8 Catalytic performances of the catalysts.
FTS performance of the Na-promoted Fe@C catalyst

The FTS performance of the FeNax@C catalysts was evaluated at
the reaction conditions of 340 �C, 2.0 MPa and H2/CO ¼ 1. As
shown in Fig. 8 and Table S4,† CO conversion increases grad-
ually with the increase in sodium content and reaches
a maximum value (95.6%) at 1.0 wt% sodium. With the
continual increase in the sodium content in the FeNa@C cata-
lyst, the catalytic activity begins to decrease slightly. The effect
of sodium on the FTS activity is similar to that reported in some
previous reports.31,32 In the present study, the incorporation of
an Na promoter into Fe@C facilitates the formation of active
iron carbides, as conrmed by XRD. Synchronously, the cata-
lytic activity presents an increasing trend. The maximum
intensity of the peak of iron carbides is observed when the Na
10728 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 10723–10730
loading is 1.0 wt%, which results in a maximum value of 95.6%
for CO conversion. With the further increase in Na loading over
the FeNax@C catalyst, the amount of iron carbides begins to
decrease, implying the decrease in FTS active sites. Therefore,
CO conversion decreases slightly with the continual increase in
Na loading.

In addition, the product distribution changes on changing
the Na loading. The C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity increases
gradually on increasing the loading of the Na promoter and
reaches the maximum value at 2.0 wt% Na loading. As the Na
loading exceeds 2.0 wt%, the C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity begins
to decrease. A contrary changing trend is exhibited for methane
selectivity. A maximum value of 57.5% for the C5

+ hydrocarbons
with 56.1% for the C5–12 hydrocarbons and a minimum value of
14.6% for CH4 are obtained for the FeNa2.0@C catalyst. The
product distribution of FTS based on the ASF model predicts
that the maximum selectivity of the C5–12 hydrocarbons is
approximately 45%.13 The FeNa2.0@C catalyst in the present
study exhibits about 56.1% of C5–12 selectivity with a CO
conversion of 94.9%, which is extremely deviated from the
typical ASF distribution; this suggests that the Na-modied
Fe@C catalyst may tune the product distribution of hydrocar-
bons via breaking the ASF model efficiently.

Ma et al.17 studied the effect of an Na promoter on the FTS
performance of the Fe–Zn–Na catalyst and found that the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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incorporation of the Na promoter facilitated the shi of product
distribution towards heavy hydrocarbons, especially promoting
the formation of olens. The results reported by de Jong et al.33

indicated that the enhanced interaction of Fe–Na suppressed
the formation of methane. All of these results suggest that the
incorporation of the Na promoter into Fe-based catalysts plays
an important role in tuning the product distribution of hydro-
carbons. In the present study, the incorporation of the Na
promoter into Fe@C enhances the interaction of Fe–Na, which
reaches the maximum value as the Na loading increases to
2.0 wt%, as conrmed by H2-TPR. Synchronously, the product
distribution shis slowly towards heavy hydrocarbons, sug-
gesting that the enhanced interaction of Fe–Na facilitates the
formation of the C5

+ hydrocarbons. As the Na loading exceeds
2.0 wt%, the Fe–Na interaction begins to decrease, which results
in the products shiing towards light hydrocarbons. On the
other hand, excessive addition of the Na promoter (over
2.0 wt%) into Fe@C promotes the formation of surface carbon
layers, probably suppressing the production of the C5

+ hydro-
carbons via decreasing the active sites for Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis.

Conclusions

In summary, core–shell Fe@C catalysts modied by different
alkali metals (namely, K, Na and Li) were prepared successfully
and applied for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis. The incorporation
of alkali metals into Fe@C facilitated the phase transformation
of FeCO3 to Fe3O4, promoting the formation of active iron
carbides for FTS and shiing the product distribution towards
heavy hydrocarbons. In particular, the Fe–Na@C catalyst
exhibited optimum catalytic activity and C5–12 hydrocarbon
selectivity compared to other alkali metal (K and Li)-modied
Fe@C catalysts. The characterization results indicated that the
strongest interaction of Fe–Na and the highest number of
surface carbon layers were displayed for the Fe–Na@C catalyst,
which enhanced the synergistic effect of Fe–Na metal and
spatial connement of the core–shell structure; this promoted
the formation of the C5

+ hydrocarbons, especially that of the C5–

12 hydrocarbons, in contrast to that observed for the K and Li
promoters. However, the excessive addition of the Na promoter
(over 2.0 wt%) decreased the Fe–Na interaction and accelerated
the formation of surface carbon layers, reducing the catalytic
activity and C5

+ hydrocarbon selectivity. An optimized selectivity
of 56.1% for the C5–12 hydrocarbons with 95% CO conversion
was obtained for the FeNa2.0@C catalyst under industrially
relevant conditions.
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